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A linear theory for intermediate-frequencyfmuch smallerslargerd than the electron gyrofrequency
sdust plasma and dust gyrofrequenciesdg, long wavelengthsin comparison with the ion gyroradius
and the electron skin depthd electromagnetic waves in a multicomponent, homogeneous
electron-ion-dust magnetoplasma is presented. For this purpose, the generalized
Hall-magnetohydrodynamicsGH-MHDd equations are derived for the case with immobile charged
dust macroparticles. The GH-MHD equations in a quasineutral plasma consist of the ion continuity
equation, the generalized ion momentum equation, and Faraday’s law with the Hall term. The
GH-MHD equations are Fourier transformed and combined to obtain a general dispersion relation.
The latter is analyzed to understand the influence of immobile charged dust grains on various
electromagnetic wave modes in a magnetized dusty plasma. ©2005 American Institute of Physics.
fDOI: 10.1063/1.1842132g

The Alfvén wave1 is classic in magnetized electron-ion
plasmas. Within the framework of the ideal magnetohydro-
dynamicsMHDd theory, it is governed by the continuity and
momentum equations for the plasma mass flow, together
with Faraday’s law, in which the electric field and the mass
flow velocity are related by Ohm’s law. In the Alfvén wave,
the magnetic pressure provides the restoring force and the
ion mass acts as inertia for the waves. The dispersion2 of the
Alfvén wave comes from finite frequencyvs,vci, wherevci

is the ion gyrofrequencyd, finite ion Larmor radius, finite ion
polarization, and finite electron inertia effects. In dispersive
Alfvén waves, the frozen-in field lines are broken, and there
appears a linear coupling between various modes3–8 se.g., the
Alfvén wave, the magnetosonic mode, the shear Alfvén
wave, and the whistlerd. The dynamics of the dispersive
Alfvén waves within the fluid model is governed by the Hall-
MHD equations,5 in which one uses the generalized Ohm’s
law to include theJ3B force, whereJ is the plasma current
andB is the total magnetic field in the plasma.

About a decade ago, Shukla9 and Rao10 reported the ex-
istence of a new cut-off frequency for circularly polarized
electromagnetic ion-cyclotron Alfvén waves and for magne-
tosonic waves in an electron-ion plasma with stationary
charged dust grains. Thus, the modification of the wave spec-
trum occurs due to the overall quasineutrality condition, as in
dusty plasmas with negatively charged dust grains the ion
number density is larger than the electron number density.
Laboratory experiments11 in a magnetized dusty plasma have
revealed that static charged dust grains modify the electro-
static ion-cyclotron wave spectrum,12 as well as the threshold
criteria for its excitation. Here, the time scales are much
shorter than the dust plasma and dust gyroperiods. On the
other hand, the consideration of the dust particle dynamics
also provides possibilities for new wave modes,10,13–21 in-

cluding dust shear Alfvén waves, dust magnetosonic waves,
and dust whistlers, in which the inertia comes from the dust
mass, and the wave frequencies could be of the order of or
smaller than the dust gyrofrequency. Such ultra-low-
frequencysULFd electromagnetic waves can play a role in
the formation of long wavelength Mach cones in Saturn’s
rings.21 They may also account for the ULF fluctuations in
low-temperature astrophysical objectssviz., molecular
cloudsd and in cometary tails.22

In this Brief Communication, we present the linear dis-
persion properties of intermediate-frequencysmuch smaller
than the electron gyrofrequency, but much larger than the
dust plasma and dust gyrofrequenciesd, long wavelengthsin
comparison with the ion gyroradius and the electron skin
depthd electromagnetic waves in a multicomponent warm
dusty magnetoplasma whose constituents are electrons, ions,
and immobile charged dust macroparticles. We combine the
inertialess electron equation of motion with the ion momen-
tum equation and the equations of Faraday and Ampére to
obtain a generalized ion momentum equation and Faraday’s
law with the Hall term. The ion continuity equation and the
quasineutrality condition close the system of equations in the
form of generalized Hall-MHD equations. The latter shows
that the presence of immobile charged dust macroparticles
greatly affects the ion dynamics in that it produces rotational
motion of the ions10 in the wave magnetic field. Following
Ohsaki and Mahajan,7 the present governing equations for
our generalized Hall-magnetohydrodynamicsGH-MHDd
plasma are then linearized, Fourier transformed, and com-
bined to obtain a new dispersion relation, which exhibits a
linear coupling between the Alfvén wave, the modified mag-
netosonic mode, the electromagnetic ion-cyclotron waves,
and the whistlers in a warm dusty magnetoplasma. The gen-
eral dispersion relation is analyzed in various limiting cases
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and its connection to previous works is established. The
present results may be used to understand the dispersion
properties of intermediate-frequency electromagnetic waves
in magnetized laboratory and space plasmas.

Let us consider a three-component fully ionized dusty
plasma composed of electrons, ions, and immobile charged
dust particulates, with massesme, mi, and md and charges
qe=−e, qi =Zie, and qd=−Zde, wheree is the magnitude of
the electron charge,Zi is the ion charge state, andZd is the
number of electrons residing on a dust grain. The mass of
micron-sized dust particles in laboratory and cosmic
plasmas19 is typically billion times larger than the ion mass.
Our uniform plasma is supposed to be immersed in a homo-
geneous magnetic fieldB0=B0ẑ, whereB0 is the strength of
the magnetic field andẑ is the unit vector along thez axis in
a Cartesian coordinate system.

We adopt the MHD system of equations for the electrons
and ions. The massive dust particles are considered to be
practically immobilesi.e., the dust densitynd is constantd,
since we are interested in examining the dispersion proper-
ties of electromagnetic waves on time scales much larger
than the electron gyroperiod, but much shorter than the dust
plasma and dust gyroperiods, viz.,vp,d

−1 and vcd
−1

=mdc/ZdeB0, respectively, wherec is the speed of light in
vacuum. We shall focus on long wavelengthssin comparison
with the ion gyroradius and the electron skin depthd so that
we can use the hydrodynamic equations for inertialess elec-
trons and inertial ions. The electron and ion number densities
ne,i and velocitiesue,i are governed by the continuity and
momentum equations

]ne/]t + = · sneued = 0, s1d

]ni/]t + = · sniuid = 0, s2d

0 = −efE + s1/cdue 3 Bg − s1/ned = Pe, s3d

and

miDiui = ZiefE + s1/cdui 3 Bg − s1/nid = Pi , s4d

where we have ignored the electron inertia as the wave fre-
quencies are much smaller than the electron gyrofrequency
vce=eB0/mec. In Eq. s4d Di ;s] /]td+ui ·=. The pressures
Pe,i are assumed to obeyPe,i ,ne,i

ge,i, whereg represents the
adiabatic index, i.e.,g=3 for adiabatic compression,g
=5/3 in three dimensions, andg=1 for isothermal compres-
sion. Accordingly, we will set=Pe,i =ge,iTe,i =ne,i, whereTe,i

is the temperature in energy units. Furthermore,E is the
wave electric field andB is the sum of the static and wave
magnetic fields, viz.,B=B0+b. The system is closed with
the Maxwell equations. Neglecting the displacement current,
Ampère’s law reads

= 3 B =
4p

c
J ;

4p

c
o
a

qanaua =
4pe

c
sZiniui − neued,

s5d

and Faraday’s law is

= 3 E = − s1/cds]B/]td. s6d

We note that Eq.s5d is valid for low phase speedsin com-
parison withcd electromagnetic waves.

At equilibrium, the overall neutrality condition is

ne,0 − Zini,0 + Zdnd = 0, s7d

where the subscript 0 denotes the unperturbed quantity.
By using Eq.s3d we can eliminateE from Eq. s4d to

obtain

miniDiui = niZise/cdsui − ued 3 B − giTi = ni

− sgeZini0/ne0dTe = ne, s8d

which may be combined withs5d, viz.,

ue = Zisni/nedui − sc/4peneds= 3 Bd, s9d

in order to eliminateue in Eq. s8d. The electric fieldE in Eq.
s6d can then be eliminated by means of Eqs.s3d and s9d to
obtain

]B/]t = = 3 fsZini/nedsui 3 Bdg − sc/4ped =

3 fs1/neds= 3 Bd 3 Bg . s10d

Equationss2d, s8d ands10d and the quasineutrality condition
for the perturbed density constitute a system of equations for
studying waves in dust Hall-MHD plasmas.

Letting ni <ni,0+n1 and ui =0+v, where n1!ni,0 is a
small perturbation in the density, we have the ion continuity
equation

]n1/]t + ni,0̆ = ·v = 0, s11d

the ion momentum equation

]v/]t = − sZiZdend/ne,0micdsv 3 B0d + sZi/4pne,0mids=

3 bd 3 B0 − scs
2/ni,0d = n1 = − VRsv 3 ẑd

+ saB0/4pni,0mids= 3 bd 3 ẑ − scs
2/ni,0d = n1,

s12d

and the magnetic field evolution equation

]b/]t = sZini,0/ne,0d = 3 sv 3 B0d − sc/4pene,0d =

3 fs= 3 bd 3 B0g = aB0 = 3 sv 3 ẑd

− sacB0/4pZieni,0d = 3 fs= 3 bd 3 ẑg, s13d

where we have used the quasineutrality condition, given by
Eq. s7d, with Zd.0 sZd,0d for negatively spositivelyd
charged dust grains, and introduced the notationsVR

=Zdndvci /ne,0 anda=Zini,0/ne,0, wherevci=ZieB0/mic is the
ion gyrofrequency. Furthermore, we have denoted the modi-
fied ion sound speed by cs=fsgini,0Ti

+geZi
2ni,0

2 Te/ne,0d /mini,0g1/2.
Equationss11d–s13d form a closed system which de-

scribes the evolution of small perturbations of the ion den-
sity, the ion velocity, and the magnetic field in our dust Hall-
MHD plasma. In a dust free plasma witha=1 or ne,0

=Zini0, the ion rotation frequencyVR vanishes and Eq.s12d
without the VR dictates acceleration of ions by theJ3B0

and=sPe1+Pi1d forces, while Eq.s13d with a=1 simply de-
picts the evolution of the wave magnetic field in the presence
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of a nonsolenoidal electric fieldE=−ve3B0. In a dusty Hall-
MHD plasma with negatively charged dust grains, we have
a.1, and correspondingly there appears enhanced charge
separation due to the wave electric field. The resulting en-
hanced electron fluid velocity produces a new Lorentz cen-
tripetal force fthe first term in the right-hand side of Eq.
s12dg, which in combination with theJ3B0 and pressure
gradient forces produces rotation of the ions around the
negatively charged static dust grains. The rotational force
acting on the ions is then responsible for a non trivial cou-
pling between various wave modes in dusty plasmas, while
due to a.1, we have increased Alfvén wave phase speed
and ion skin depth.

Let us now consider small amplitude propagating elec-
tromagnetic waves around the equilibrium statehni,0, 0, B0j
swhere the perturbations arehn1, v, bjd. Following Ref. 7, we
thus linearize our governing equations to derive a fairly gen-
eral dispersion relation for the wave propagation in our uni-
form dusty magnetoplasma. By letting] /]t→−iv and =
→ ik, wherev and k =k'+ ẑkz denote the wave frequency
and the wave vector, respectively, we then obtain from Eqs.
s11d–s13d

vn1 − ni,0k ·v = 0, s14d

vv = − iVRsv 3 ẑd −
aB0

4pmini,0
skzb − bzkd + sk ·vdk

cs
2

v
,

s15d

and

vb = − aB0fkzv − sk ·vdẑg + i
acB0

4peni,0Zi
kzsk 3 bd. s16d

Using the constraint= ·B=0, i.e.,k ·b=0, the inner product
of k with Eq. s15d gives

k ·v =
v

v2 − k2cs
2F aB0

4pmini,0
k2bz − iVRsk 3 vd · ẑG , s17d

which, combined with thez components of Eqs.s15d and
s16d, yields

vbz =
sv2 − kz

2cs
2dk2VA

2

vsv2 − k2cs
2d

bz + i
acB0

4pZieni,0
kzjz

− iaB0VR

v2 − kz
2cs

2

vsv2 − k2cs
2d

sk 3 vd · ẑ, s18d

where we definedjz=sk 3bd ·ẑ, as well as thesdust-
modifiedd Alfvén speedVA=aB0/Î4pmini,0;avA, wherea
=Zini,0/ne,0.

From Eqs.s15d and s16d, one also obtains

v jz = − aB0kzsk 3 vd · ẑ − i
acB0

4pZieni,0
k2kzbz s19d

and

vF1 −
VR

2sv2 − kz
2cs

2d
v2sv2 − k2cs

2d Gsk 3 vd · ẑ

= −
aB0

4pmini,0
kzjz + i

vVRsv2 − kz
2cs

2d
v2sv2 − k2cs

2d
aB0

4pmini,0
k2bz. s20d

Equationss18d–s20d form a closed system in terms ofbz, jz,
and sk 3vd ·ẑ. The latter two equations may now be solved,
e.g., in terms of the latter two variables, and the solutions
may then be inserted into Eq.s18d.

Combining Eqs.s18d–s20d we obtain

j z = − iFv2 −
VR

2sv2 − kz
2cs

2d
sv2 − k2cs

2d
− kz

2VA
2G−1

3HF1 −
VR

2sv2 − kz
2cs

2d
v2sv2 − k2cs

2d G 1

avci
+

VRsv2 − kz
2cs

2d
v2sv2 − k2cs

2d J
3kzk

2VA
2vbz s21d

and

sk 3 vd · ẑ = iFv2 −
VR

2sv2 − kz
2cs

2d
sv2 − k2cs

2d
− kz

2VA
2G−1

3FVRsv2 − kz
2cs

2d
sv2 − k2cs

2d
+

kz
2VA

2

avci
G k2VA

Î4pmini,0

bz.

s22d

Substituting Eqs.s21d and s22d into Eq. s18d, we obtain a
new dispersion relation

sv2 − kz
2VA

2dfv2sv2 − k2cs
2d − sv2 − kz

2cs
2dk2VA

2g

= v2sv2 − kz
2cs

2dVR
2 +

kz
2k2VA

4

a2vci
2 fv2sv2 − k2cs

2d

− VR
2sv2 − kz

2cs
2dg +

2kz
2k2VA

4VR

avci
sv2 − kz

2cs
2d, s23d

wherek2=kx
2+ky

2+kz
2;k'

2 +kz
2. As a first remark, we note the

modification due to the dust viaVR anda in VA=avA. Fur-
thermore, we note that the last three terms in the right-hand
side of Eq.s23d are due to the Hall-term in Eq.s10d, and thus
disappear in theideal MHD limit sthe first term in the right-
hand side would then be the sole modification due to the
stationary dustd. The same terms also disappear in the purely
perpendicular propagation limitsi.e., kz=0d.

In order to gain some insight, we now check the above
results in the vanishing dust limit. WithVR=0, a=1, and
VA=vA in Eq. s23d we thus obtain

sv2 − kz
2vA

2dfv4 − k2svA
2 + cs

2dv2 + kz
2k2cs

2vA
2g

= sv2 − k2cs
2dsv2kz

2k2vA
4/vci

2 d s24d

or

sv2 − kz
2vA

2dSv2 − k2vA
2 v2 − kz

2cs
2

v2 − k2cs
2D =

v2kz
2k2vA

4

vci
2 . s25d

The dispersion relations24d has been derived in Ref. 3ssee
the Appendix A thereind and analyzed in Refs. 4 and 5. Equa-
tion s24d contains the electromagnetic ion-cyclotron Alfvén
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modes, the fast and slow magnetosonic modes, the kinetic
Alfvén waves, and the long wavelengthsin comparison with
the electron skin depthd whistlers. For example, the magnetic
field aligned dispersive electromagnetic ion-cyclotron Alfvén
waves,v=kzvAs1±v /vcid1/2, are obtained from Eq.s24d in
the limit cs=0 andk'=0. Here1 s2d corresponds to right-
sleft-d hand circularly polarized waves. Furthermore, the
whistler frequencyv=kzkc2vce/vpe

2 is obtained from Eq.
s24d in the limits v@kvA and cs=0. The kinetic Alfvén
wavesv<kzvAs1+k'

2 cs
2/vci

2 d1/2 are obtained from Eq.s24d
in the limitscs!vA, kzcs!v!vci, k'vA, k'cs. On the other
hand, in the case of propagation of waves perpendicular to
the magnetic field direction, viz.,kz=0 and k=k';skx

2

+ky
2d1/2, one recovers from Eq.s25d the sfastd magnetosonic

modev=k'svA
2 +cs

2d1/2.
In the case of wave propagation perpendicular to the

magnetic field, viz.,kz=0 andk=k';skx
2+ky

2d1/2, one recov-
ers from Eq.s23d, the modified magnetosonic mode

v2 = VR
2 + k'

2 scs
2 + VA

2d. s26d

We note the frequency cutoffvsk'=0d=VR, which was de-
rived by Rao10 fcf. Eq.s26ad thereing. This cutoff is absent in
a usual electron-ionsi.e., dust-freed two component plasma.

In the case of wave propagation along the magnetic field
direction, i.e., forkx=ky=k'=0 andk=kz, one easily obtains
from Eq. s23d

sv2 − kz
2VA

2d2 = v2VR
2 +

kz
4VA

4

a2vci
2 sv2 − VR

2d + 2kz
4VA

4 VR

avci
,

s27d

which can be exactly rewritten in the simpler form

kz
2vA

2 =
v2vci

vci ± v
7

Zdnd

Zini,0
vvci, s28d

and which precisely agrees with the well known result9 for
the magnetic field aligned circularly polarized electromag-
netic waves, even in a warm magnetoplasma.

In a cold dusty plasmascs=0d, the dispersion relation
s23d reduces to

sv2 − kz
2VA

2dsv2 − vA
2d = v2vA

2b + VR
2sv2 − vA

2bd

+ 2aVRvcivA
2b, s29d

wherevA=kVA and b=kz
2VA

2 /a2vci
2 . In the limits vA

2b!VR
2,

v2VR/2avci, v2 andkzVAvA!v2, one obtainsv2=VR
2 +sk2

+kz
2dVA

2, whereas in the limitsvA
2b!VR

2, v2VR/2avci, v2

and v2!kzVAvA, we have v2=kz
2k2VA

4 /VR
2. Those limits

have been recently deduced by Ganguli and Rudakov23 by
neglecting from the outset the electron and ion pressure
terms in Eq.s8d and the Hall term in Eq.s10d.

We have here presented an investigation of the linear
propagation of intermediate-frequencysvcd!v!vced, long
wavelengthsin comparison with the ion gyroradius and the
electron skin depthd electromagnetic waves in a warm dust-

Hall-MHD plasma that is uniform. Our dusty plasma is com-
posed of electrons, ions, and immobile charged dust macro-
particles. The presence of the latter is responsible for
enhancing the electron flow velocity and thus increasing the
charge separation by the wave electric field, as well as for
enhancing the Alfvén speed and for producing the ion rota-
tion around the stationary charged dust grains, which gives
rise to the existence of the Rao cut-off frequency10 swhich is
nonexisting in an ordinary electron-ion plasmad. Our new
dispersion relation reveals that stationary dust grains signifi-
cantly modify the dispersion relation of coupled dust Alfvén-
ion-cyclotron-modified magnetosonic waves-whistlers in a
nontrivial manner. We have shown how the previously
known results can be recovered as limiting cases of our gen-
eral dispersion relation. The present results are a prerequisite
to understand the dispersion properties of intermediate-
frequency, long wavelength electromagnetic waves in labo-
ratory and space magnetoplasmas where a significant amount
of charged dust grains is present.
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